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SMALL DATA GLOBAL REGULARITY FOR HALF-WAVE MAPS IN n “ 4 DIMENSIONS
ANNA KIESENHOFER AND JOACHIM KRIEGER
Abstract. We prove that the half-wave maps problem on R4`1 with target S 2 is globally well-posed for smooth
initial data which are small in the critical l1 based Besov space. This is a formal analogue of the result [17].
1. Introduction
Denote by Rn`1 the Minkowski space of dimension n` 1, equipped with the standard metric of signature
p1, ´1, . . . ,´1q. Let u : Rn`1 ÝÑ S 2 ãÑ R3, with the property that ∇t,xu P LrpRnq for some r P p1,8q,
and furthermore lim|x|Ñ`8 upt, xq “ p for some fixed p P S 2, for each t. Then defining the operator
p´4q 12 u “ ´řnj“1p´4q´ 12 B jpB juq, we say that u is a half-wave map, provided
ut “ uˆ p´4q 12 u. (1.1)
This model was introduced in [8], [9], and can be traced to the physics literature, see e. g. [5], as well as
the introduction in [8]. From a mathematical perspective, this model is interesting as it constitutes a close
relative of the Schrodinger maps equation on the one hand, given by
ut “ uˆ 4u,
and the classical wave maps, given by
u “ p´ut ¨ ut ` ∇u ¨ ∇uqu,  “ B2t ´ 4. (1.2)
In fact, the relation to the latter model becomes clearer when re-formulating (1.1) as a nonlinear system of
wave equations with non-local source terms, as done in detail in section 2 in [8]:
pB2t ´ 4qu “ up∇u ¨ ∇u´ Btu ¨ Btuq
` ΠuK
`p´4q 12 u˘pu ¨ p´4q 12 uq
` uˆ p´4q 12 puˆ p´4q 12 uq ´ uˆ puˆ p´4quq
(1.3)
In the preceding equation, the notation ΠuK refers to projection onto the plane orthogonal to u P S 2. Nat-
urally the preceding equation coincides with (1.2) except for the last two, non-local terms on the right, and
in particular, its scaling behaviour is like that of wave maps. On the other hand, the formally conserved
quantity
Eptq :“
ż
Rn
ˇˇp´4q 14 uˇˇ2 dx
gives an a priori bound only on }u} 9H 12 , and so the problem becomes energy critical in dimension n “ 1.
In light of the problem (1.3)’s close proximity to wave maps, in particular the fact that it is of the (very)
formal form u “ u|∇u|2, it is then natural to inquire whether fundamental global regularity results for
small data available for wave maps, such as those obtained in [17], [15], [11], can be similarly established
for half-wave maps. This question becomes particularly interesting in low spatial dimensions, where the
null-structure in (1.2), as well as the underlying geometry, play a pivotal role for the theory of wave maps.
On the other hand, the ’null-structure’ present in (1.3) appears to be of a more complicated nature. In [8], the
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case of large dimensions n ě 5 was handled, in particular establishing sharp space-time bounds for the last
two terms in (1.3) using Strichartz estimates as well as the geometry underlying the problem. In this paper,
we shall push the small data global regularity, relying mostly on Strichartz estimates for free waves, to its
limits by settling the case of spatial dimension n “ 4. Specifically, we settle the issue of global regularity of
(1.1) for smooth initial data which are small in the critical Besov space 9B2,12 :
Theorem 1.1. Let up0, ¨q “ u0 : R4 ÝÑ S 2 a smooth datum such that u0 is constant outside of a compact
subset of R4 (this condition in particular ensures that p´4q 12 u0 is well-defined). Also, assume the smallness
condition ››u0›› 9B2,12 “ÿ
kPZ
22k}Pku}L2xpR4q ă 
where  ! 1 sufficiently small. Then problem (1.1) admits a global smooth solution with this datum.
Remark 1.1. We observe that exploiting the Gauge freedom for this problem as in [15], [11], it is likely
that one can improve this to global regularity for data small in the critical Sobolev space 9H2. Going below
spatial dimension n “ 4 will certainly require new ideas, as the crucial L2t L8x Strichartz estimate is no longer
available, and furthermore it is not a priori clear how the second and third term on the right hand side of
(1.3) can be bounded using the commonly used function spaces, involving Xs,b as well as null-frame spaces.
It does seem, though, that the case n “ 3 is accessible by the methods of this paper provided one restricts to
radial data.
The main technical obstacle to overcome in passing from n “ 5 to n “ 4 dimensions is the absence of the
L2t L
4
x-Strichartz estimate, which is useful to handle certain quadratic interactions. This means that in order
to control the source terms in (1.3), absent a strong null-form structure as for the first term on the right, one
has to exploit a genuine trilinear structure, which can be revealed upon exploiting the geometric structure,
and specifically the fact that u takes values in S 2. This is rendered somewhat cumbersome on account of the
non-local character of the last two terms in (1.3), see the proof of Lemma 3.4 below.
2. Technical preliminaries
Here we recall the key tools used in [8]. We let Pk, k P Z, be standard Littlewood-Paley multipliers on
R4 (acting on the spatial variables), and furthermore, we denote by Q j, j P Z, multipliers which localise
a space-time function Fpt, xq to dyadic distance „ 2 j from the light cone ˇˇτˇˇ “ ˇˇξˇˇ on the Fourier side.
Specifically, letting F˜pτ, ξq denote the space time Fourier transform of F, while pf pξq denotes the Fourier
transform with respect to the spatial variables, and letting χ P C80 pR`q a smooth cutoff satisfyingÿ
kPZ
χ
´ x
2k
¯
“ 1@x P R`,
we set yPk f pξq “ χ´ |ξ|2k ¯ pf pξq, ĄQ jF “ χ´
ˇˇ|τ| ´ |ξ|ˇˇ
2 j
¯
F˜pτ, ξq.
Using these ingredients one can then define the following norms:››u›› 9X2, 12 ,8 :“ supjPZ 2 j2 ››∇2xQ ju››L2t,x , ››F›› 9X1,´ 12 ,1 :“ÿjPZ 2´
j
2
››∇xQ jF››L2t,x
In addition to these, we rely on the classical Strichartz norms, which are the mixed type Lebesgue norms›› ¨ ››Lpt Lqx , 1p ` 32q ď 34 , p ě 2. Call such pairs pp, qq admissible.
We shall freely use the fact that Fourier localisers of the form PkQ j act in bounded fashion on spaces of the
form Lpt L
2
x, 1 ď p ď 8, see e. g. [16]. We can now define a norm controlling our solutions as follows:››u››S :“ÿ
kPZ
sup
pp,qq admissible
2p
1
p` 4q´1qk››∇t,xPku››Lpt Lqx ` ››∇t,xPku›› 9X1, 12 ,8 “: ÿ
kPZ
››Pku››S k .
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We also introduce ››F››N :“ÿ
kPZ
››PkF››L1t 9H1` 9X1,´ 12 ,1 ,
as well as the norms ››u›› 9Br,12 :“ÿ
kPZ
››Pku›› 9Hr
Then the following inequality is by now completely standard, see e. g. [7], [15], [17]:
Proposition 2.1. ››u››S . ››ur0s›› 9B2,12 ˆ 9B1,12 ` ››u››N .
We shall also frequently rely on Bernstein’s inequality. In our context, we need that if 1 ď p ď q ď 8,
we have
}Pk f }LqpRnq . 2p
n
p´ nq qk}Pk f }LppRnq.
3. The main estimates
The following estimate will be the key towards finding solutions of the wave equation (1.3) by means of
iteration. The key here is particularly the estimate (3.3), whose proof requires a refinement of the analogous
Prop. 4.1 in [8].
Proposition 3.1. Assume that u takes values in S 2 and converges to p P S 2 at spatial infinity. Then using
the norms
›› ¨ ››S , ›› ¨ ››N introduced in the previous section, we have for suitable σ ą 0 the bounds››Pk“up∇u ¨ ∇u´ Btu ¨ Btuq‰››N . p1` ››u››S q››u››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1u››S k1˘ (3.1)
Furthermore, if u˜ maps into a small neighbourhood of S 2 and
››u˜››S . 1, we have the similar bound››Pk`Πu˜K`p´4q 12 u˘pu ¨ p´4q 12 uq˘››N . ź
v“u,u˜
p1` ››v››S q››u››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1u››S k1˘ (3.2)
as well as ››Pk`Πu˜K“uˆ p´4q 12 puˆ p´4q 12 uq ´ uˆ puˆ p´4quq‰˘››N
.
ź
v“u,u˜
p1` ››v››S q››u››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1u››S k1˘. (3.3)
We also have corresponding difference estimates: assuming that up jq, j “ 1, 2, map into S 2, while u˜p jq map
into a small neighbourhood of S 2 and with limNÑ`8 Pă´N u˜p jq “ p P S 2, then using the notation
41,2Fp jq “ Fp1q ´ Fp2q
we have ››41,2Pk“up jqp∇up jq ¨ ∇up jq ´ Btup jq ¨ Btup jqq‰››N
. p1`max
j
››up jq››S qpmaxj ››up jq››S q` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up1q ´ Pkup2q››S k1˘
` p1`max
j
››up jq››S qp››up1q ´ up2q››S q`maxj ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up jq››S k1˘
(3.4)
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and similarly ››Pk41,2`Πu˜p jqK `p´4q 12 up jq˘pup jq ¨ p´4q 12 up jqq˘››N
. max
j
ź
v“up jq,u˜p jq
p1` ››v››S q››up jq››S ` ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up1q ´ Pk2up2q››S k1˘
`max
j
ź
v“up jq,u˜p jq
p1` ››v››S q››up1q ´ up2q››S `maxj ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up jq››S k1˘
`max
j
p1` ››up jq››S q››u˜p1q ´ u˜p2q››S `maxj ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ|k´k1|
››Pk1up jq››S k1˘
(3.5)
The analogous difference estimate for (3.3) is similar.
The proof of the estimates for the wave maps term, (3.1), (3.4), is completely standard, see e. g. [17],
and the proof of Prop. 4.1 in [8]. Therefore we shall only show the other estimates here. Note that for these
estimates we do not need the Xs,b part of the norms
›› ¨ ››S and ›› ¨ ››N but can get by using only Strichartz
estimates. In particular, we do not need the frequency localizers Q j. For the frequency localizers Pk we also
use the notation uk :“ Pku.
A technical tool in the proof of this proposition is the following lemma, analogous to Lemma 3.1 used in
[8]:
Lemma 3.2. Assume that } ¨ }X,Y,Z are translation invariant norms on C8c pRnq satisfying an inequality››uv››Z ď ››u››X››v››Y .
Let
pFk1k2pu, vqqpxq “
ż
RnˆRn
mpξ, ηqpuk1pvk2eix¨pξ`ηqdpξ, ηq
where k1, k2 P Z and the multiplier mpξ, ηq is C8 on the support of χk1pξqχk2pηq and on this set satisfies
|p2k1∇ξqip2k2∇ηq jmpξ, ηq| .i, j γk1k2 @i, j ě 0.
Then ››Fk1k2pu, vq››Z . γk1k2››uk1››X››vk2››Y
where the implied constant depends on the size of finitely many derivatives of m.
Proof. As in [8], write the multiplier mpξ, ηq as a Fourier series on the support of χk1pξqχk2pηq,
mpξ, ηq “
ÿ
m,pPZn
ampeip2
´k1ξ¨m`2´k2η¨pq.
Then pFk1k2pu, vqqpxq “
ř
m,pPZn ampuk1px ` 2´k1mqvk2px ` 2´k2 pq. By taking Nth order derivatives of m
we see that the Fourier coefficients amp satisfy |amp| .N γk1k2p|m| ` |p|q´N . Hence
ř
m,pPZn |amp| . γk1k2
and the estimate for Fk1k2 follows. 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to the multipliers
mpξ, ηq “ χ0pξ ` ηqp|ξ ` η| ´ |η|q resp. mpξ, ηq “ χ0pξ ` ηq|η|p|ξ ` η| ´ |η|q
we obtain for k1, k2 . 1:››P0 ´p´4q 12 puk1 ¨ uk2q ´ uk1 ¨ p´4 12 uk2q¯ ››Z . 2k1››uk1››X››uk2››Y (3.6)››P0 ´p´4q 12 puk1 ¨ p´4q 12 uq ´ uk1 ¨ p4uk2q¯ ››Z . 2k1`k2››uk1››X››uk2››Y . (3.7)
To establish the bounds (3.2), (3.3), we shall rely on a simple paradifferential identity which derives from
the crucial feature that
u ¨ u “ 1,
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which gets localised to
P0pu ¨ uq “ 0.
We perform a frequency decomposition:
P0pu ¨ uq “ P0pPă´10u ¨ uq ` P0pPě´10u ¨ uq
“ P0pPă´10u ¨ Pě´10uq ` P0pPě´10u ¨ Pă´10uq
` P0pPě´10u ¨ Pě´10uq
“ 2P0pPă´10u ¨ Pě´10uq ` P0pPě´10u ¨ Pě´10uq.
It follows that we have the identity
P0pPă´10u ¨ Pě´10uq “ ´12 P0pPě´10u ¨ Pě´10uq. (3.8)
More generally the same reasoning leads to
PmpPăku ¨ Pěkuq “ ´12 PmpPěku ¨ Pěkuq. (3.9)
for any m ě k ` 3.
This can be used as follows. Summing (3.6) over k1 ă ´10, k2 P r´2, 2s and using Equation (3.8) we
obtain››P0puă´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uq››Z “ ››P0puă´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uě´10q››Z
ď ››P0p´4q 12 puă´10u ¨ uě´10q››Z ` ››P0pp´4q 12 puă´10 ¨ uě´10q ´ uă´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uě´10q››Z
.
››P0p´4q 12 puě´10 ¨ uě´10q››Z ` ÿ
k1ă´10,
k2Pr´2,2s
2k1
››uk1››X››uk2››Y . (3.10)
Similarly, combining (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain››P0puă´10 ¨ p´4uqq››Z . ››P0p´4qpuě´10 ¨ uě´10q››Z ` ÿ
k1ă´10,
k2Pr´2,2s
2k1`k2
››uk1››X››uk2››Y . (3.11)
Rescaling Equations (3.10) and (3.11) for Z “ Lpx , X “ Lp1x , Y “ Lp2x (where 1p “ 1p1 ` 1p2 ) we get:››Pk`uăk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››Lpx . ››Pkp´4q 12 `uěk´10 ¨ uěk´10˘››Lpx ` ÿ
k1ăk´10
k2Prk´2,k`2s
2k1
››uk1››Lp1x ››uk2››Lp2x (3.12)
››Pkpuăk´10 ¨ p´4uqq››Lpx . ››Pkp´4qpuěk´10 ¨ uěk´10q››Lpx ` ÿ
k1ăk´10,
k2Prk´2,k`2s
2k`k1
››uk1››Lp1x ››uk2››Lp2x . (3.13)
for all k P Z.
The proof of the preceding proposition will be accomplished in a sequence of lemmas:
Lemma 3.3. Let u, u˜ be as in the statement of the proposition. Then we have the bound››P0`Πu˜K`p´4q 12 u˘`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘˘››L1t 9H1x .ÿ
kPZ
2´σ|k|}Pku}S p1` }u˜}S q
››u››2S
for suitable σ ą 0. In particular, we have the bound››Πu˜K`p´4q 12 u˘`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t 9B1,12 . p1` }u˜}S q››u››3S .
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Proof. In the sequel, the norm } ¨ }S will only refer to the Strichartz type mixed Lebesgue norms in the
original definition of } ¨ }S , and with ∇t,x replaced by ∇x. This weaker norm will suffice to bound things. To
begin with, we observe that››P0`Πu˜K`p´4q 12 u˘››S . p1` ››u˜››S q ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ1|k1|
››Pk1u››S (3.14)
for suitable σ1 ą 0, and by re-scaling we have››Pk`Πu˜K`p´4q 12 u˘››S . 2kp1` ››u˜››S q ÿ
k1PZ
2´σ1|k1´k|
››Pk1u››S (3.15)
To see this bound, write
P0
`
Πu˜K
`p´4q 12 u˘ “ P0p´4q 12 u´ P0`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 uq u˜}u˜}˘
Then further decompose
P0
`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 uq u˜}u˜}˘ “ P0`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 uą10q u˜}u˜}˘
` P0
`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 ur´10,10sq u˜}u˜}˘
` P0
`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 uă´10q u˜}u˜}˘
Then use for the first term on the right that
››P0`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 uą10q u˜}u˜}˘››L2t L8x XL8t L2x
ď
ÿ
k1ą10
››P0`pr u˜}u˜}sąk1´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uk1q u˜}u˜}˘››L2t L8x XL8t L2x
`
ÿ
k1ą10
››P0`pr u˜}u˜}sďk1´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uk1qr u˜}u˜}sąk1´5˘››L2t L8x XL8t L2x
.
ÿ
k1ą10
ÿ
a“5,10
››r u˜}u˜}sąk1´a››L8t L2x››p´4q 12 uk1››L2t L8x XL8t L2x
.
ÿ
k1ą10
2´
k1
2
››uk1››S ,
where we have used Holder’s and Bernstein’s inequality. For the second term on the right, we have
››P0`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 ur´10,10sq u˜}u˜}˘››L2t L8x XL8t L2x . ››p´4q 12 ur´10,10s››L2t L8x XL8t L2x
.
ÿ
k1Pr´10,10s
2´
|k1|
2
››uk1››S .
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Finally, for the last term on the right, we get››P0`p u˜}u˜} ¨ p´4q 12 uă´10q u˜}u˜}˘››L2t L8x XL8t L2x
.
››p´4q 12 uă´10››L2t L8x XL8t,x››r u˜}u˜}są´10››L8t L2x
.
ÿ
k1ă´10
2´
|k1|
2
››uk1››S .
The bound (3.14) then follows in light of the fact that all the norms in } ¨ }S are obtained by interpolating
between L2t L
8
x and L
8
t L
2
x and using Bernstein’s inequality.
Proceeding with the proof of the lemma, it suffices to prove a bound of the form››P0`pPk1Πu˜Kq`p´4q 12 u˘`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t 9H1x . 2´σ|k1|ÿ
k
2´σ|k´k1|
››uk››S ››u››2S , (3.16)
for suitable σ ą 0, since we can then bound the right hand side by
2´
σ
2 |k1|
ÿ
k
2´
σ
2 |k|
››uk››S ››u››2S
and summing over k1 we obtain the statement of the lemma.
We show (3.16) by distinguishing between a number of cases:
(i): k1 ă ´10. We place pPk1Πu˜Kq
`p´4q 12 u˘ into L2t L8x ,››P0`pPk1Πu˜Kq`p´4q 12 u˘`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t 9H1x
.
››pPk1Πu˜Kq`p´4q 12 u˘››L2t L8x ››P0`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L2t L2x
. 2
k1
2
`ÿ
k2
2´σ1|k1´k2|}uk2}S
˘››P0`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L2t L2x ,
where we have used (3.15) and the definition of S for the last inequality.
We are thus left with showing that
››P0`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L2t L2x . ››u››2S . If the first factor u has large frequency
the estimate is straightforward:››P0`uě´10 ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L2t L2x ď ÿ|k1´k2|ă10, k1ą10
››uk1››L8t L2x››p´4q 12 uk2››L2t L8x
`
ÿ
k1Pr´10,10s, k2ă20
››uk1››L8t L2x››p´4q 12 uk2››L2t L8x
.
››u››2S .
If u has low frequency we use Equation (3.10) to turn it into high frequency:››P0`Pă´10u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t 9H1x . ››P0p´4 12 pPě´10u ¨ Pě´10uq››L2t L2x ` ÿ
`ă´10,
k2Pr´2,2s
2`
››u`››L2t L8x ››uk2››L8t L2x .
This expression now is easily seen to be bounded by
››u››2S and so the case k1 ă ´10 is finished.
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(ii): k1 ě ´10. Now we place pPk1Πu˜Kq
`p´4q 12 u˘ into L8t L2x››P0`pPk1Πu˜Kq`p´4q 12 u˘`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t 9H1x
ď ››pPk1Πu˜Kq`p´4q 12 u˘››L8t L2x››u ¨ p´4q 12 u››L1t L8x
ď 2´k1
ÿ
k
2´σ1|k´k1|
››uk››S ››u ¨ p´4q 12 u››L1t L8x .
We are left with showing that
››u ¨ p´4q 12 u››L1t L8x . ››u››2S . Decompose
u ¨ p´4q 12 u “
ÿ
kPZ
Pk
`
uăk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 u` uěk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uăk´10 ` uěk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uěk´10
˘
(3.17)
Then estimate the first term by using Equation (3.12):››Pk`uăk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t L8x . ››Pkp´4q 12 `uěk´10 ¨ uěk´10˘››L1t L8x ` ÿ
`ăk´10
k2Prk´2,k`2s
2`
››u`››L2t L8x ››uk2››L2t L8x
Summing over k P Z we get for the first term on the rightÿ
kPZ
››Pkp´4q 12 `uěk´10 ¨ uěk´10˘››L1t L8x .ÿ
kPZ
2
k
2
››uěk´10››L2t L8x ››u››S ďÿ
kPZ
ÿ
`ěk´10
2
k´`
2
››u`››S ››u››S . ››u››2S ;
for the second term the same bound is seen to hold soÿ
kPZ
››Pk`uăk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t L8x . ››u››2S .
Now for the second term in brackets in Equation (3.17) we directly see thatÿ
kPZ
››Pk`uěk´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uăk´10˘››L1t L8x ďÿ
kPZ
››urk´5,k`5s››L2t L8x ››p´4q 12 uăk´10››L2t L8x . ››u››2S .
It remains to estimate the last term in brackets in Equation (3.17):›› ÿ
`,mPZ
|`´m|ď20
u` ¨ p´4q 12 um
››
L1t L
8
x
ď
ÿ
`,mPZ
|`´m|ď20
››u`››L2t L8x ››p´4q 12 um››L2t L8x . ÿ
mPZ
››u››S ››um››S “ ››u››2S .
We conclude that››P0`pPk1Πu˜Kq`p´4q 12 u˘`u ¨ p´4q 12 u˘››L1t 9H1x . 2´ k12 ÿ
k
2´σ|k|
››uk››S ››u››2S .

We next prove (3.3). This will follow from the next lemma, after a simple re-scaling:
Lemma 3.4. Under the assumptions of the preceding proposition, we have the bound››pP0Πu˜Kq“uˆ p´4q 12 puˆ p´4q 12 uq ´ uˆ puˆ p´4uqq‰››L1t 9H1x
.
ÿ
kPZ
2´σ|k|
››uk››S ››u››2S
for suitable σ ą 0.
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Proof. This is more delicate than the previous proof, since we have to take advantage of the relation (3.8),
but the operator p´4q 12 acts non-locally, causing the factors in (3.8) to be evaluated at different points.
Observe that it is enough to prove the bound››P0“uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uq ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq‰››L1t 9H1x
. 2´σ|k1|
››uk1››S ››u››2S ` ››uk1››S ››u0››S ››u››S . (3.18)
To get rid of the projection operator Πu˜K we use the inequality››pP0Πu˜KqPkF››L1t 9H1x . 2´σ2|k|››PkF››L1t 9H1x ,
for suitable σ2 ą 0, which is proved exactly like (3.14). Assuming then Equation (3.18) and re-scaling, we
get the bound ››pP0Πu˜Kq`uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uq ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uq˘››L1t 9H1x
.
ÿ
kPZ
2´σ2|k|
`
2´σ|k1|
››uk1`k››S ››u››2S ` ››uk1`k››S ››uk››S ››u››S ˘
which yields the assertion of the lemma after summing over k1.
To prove (3.18) we again split into different cases depending on k1:
(i): k1 ă ´10. Decompose into an easy and a more delicate term:
P0
“
uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uq ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq
‰
“ P0
“
uěk1´10 ˆ p´4q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uq ´ uěk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq
‰
` P0
“
uăk1´10 ˆ p´4q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uq ´ uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq
‰
Then we bound the first term on the right as follows: we have
P0
“
urk1´10,´10s ˆ p´4q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uq ´ urk1´10,´10s ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq
‰
“ P0
“
urk1´10,´10s ˆ p´4q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 ur´2,2sq ´ urk1´10,´10s ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4ur´2,2sqq
‰
Applying the multiplier lemma, i.e. Equation (3.7), we find››p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 ur´2,2sq ´ puk1 ˆ p´4ur´2,2sqq››L2t,x
. 2k1
››uk1››L2t L8x ››ur´2,2s››L8t L2x ď 2 k12 ››uk1››S ››u››S .
Then ››P0“urk1´10,´10s ˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 ur´2,2sq ´ urk1´10,´10s ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4ur´2,2sqq‰››L1t 9H1x
.
››urk1´10,´10s››L2t L8x ¨ 2 k12 ››uk1››S ››ur´2,2s››S . ÿ
k2Prk1´10,´10s
2
k1´k2
2
››uk2››S ››uk1››S ››u››S
.
››uk1››S ››u››S ››ur´2,2s››S ,
which is as desired. We omit the contributions when the first factor is replaced by uą´10, which is handled
similarly.
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Thus consider now the more interesting term
P0
“
uăk1´10 ˆ p´4q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uq ´ uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq
‰
“ P0
“
uăk1´10 ˆ p´4q
1
2 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 u0q ´ uăk1´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4u0qq
‰ (3.19)
In order to handle it, we shall invoke the relation
aˆ pbˆ cq “ bpa ¨ cq ´ cpa ¨ bq, (3.20)
but we have to take into account the non-local operator p´4q 12 . Using the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can write
p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 u0q ´ puk1 ˆ p´4u0qq
“
ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampuk1px` 2´k1mq ˆ u0px` pq,
where we have the bound
ˇˇ
amp
ˇˇ
.N 2k1
“|m| ` |p|‰´N . Thus using (3.20) we can write (3.19) in the formÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampuk1px` 2´k1mq
`
uăk1´10pxq ¨ u0px` pq
˘
´
ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampu0px` pq
`
uăk1´10pxq ¨ uk1px` 2´k1mq
˘
.
Then the idea is to reduce to (3.8). For this write
uăk1´10pxq “ uăk1´10px` pq ´
ż 1
0
p ¨ ∇uăk1´10px` psq ds.
Note that the integral term is bounded by›› ż 1
0
p ¨ ∇uăk1´10px` psq ds
››
L2t L
8
x
. |p| ¨ ››∇uăk1´10››L2t L8x ,
and so replacing the factor uăk1´10 by the integral term in the above sum, we get the bound›› ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampuk1px` 2´k1mq
`pż 1
0
. . . dsq ¨ u0px` pq
˘››
L1t 9H1x
.
ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
amp
››uk1px` 2´k1mq››L2t L8x ››
ż 1
0
. . . ds
››
L2t L
8
x
››u0››L8t L2x
.
ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
|p|amp}uk1}S }u}S }u0}S ,
where the sum over m, p converges due to the rapid decay of amp.
It follows that we have reduced to estimatingÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampuk1px` 2´k1mq
`
uăk1´10px` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘
,
for which we can use (3.8). More precisely, write
uk1px` 2´k1mq
`
uăk1´10px` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘
“ uk1px` 2´k1mq
`
uă´10px` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘
´ uk1px` 2´k1mq
`
urk1´10,´10spx` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘
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To bound the contribution from the second term on the right, we use››P0“uk1px` 2´k1mq`urk1´10,´10spx` pq ¨ u0px` pq˘‰››L1t 9H1x
.
››uk1px` 2´k1mq››L2t L8x ››urk1´10,´10s››L2t L8x ››u0››L8t L2x
.
ÿ
k2Prk1´10,´10s
}uk1}S }uk2}S 2´
k1`k2
2 }u0}S .
The coefficient amp furnishes an extra 2k1 , and so inserting the previous bound we obtain›› ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampP0ruk1px` 2´k1mq
`
urk1´10,´10spx` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘s››L1t 9H1x . ››uk1››S ››u››S ››u0››S .
It remains to deal with the contribution of
P0ruk1px` 2´k1mq
`
uă´10px` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘s.
Here we use (3.8), which gives››P0ruă´10px` pq ¨ u0px` pqs››L2t,x „ ››P0ruě´10px` pq ¨ uě´10px` pqs››L2t,x
.
››u››2S ,
and so we have ›› ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampP0ruk1px` 2´k1mq
`
uă´10px` pq ¨ u0px` pq
˘s››L1t 9H1x
.
ÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ˇˇ
amp
ˇˇ››uk1››L2t L8x ››u››2S . 2 k12 ››uk1››S ››u››2S .
It remains to deal with the expressionÿ
mPZ4,pPZ4
ampu0px` pq
`
uăk1´10pxq ¨ uk1px` 2´k1mq
˘
,
which is done in essentially identical fashion.
(ii): k1 P r´10, 10s. Here we split things into
P0
“
uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uq ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq
‰
“ P0
“
uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uě20q ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uě20qq
‰
` P0
“
uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uă20q ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uă20qq
‰
Then we can write the first term as
P0
“
uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uě20q ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uě20qq
‰
“ P0
“
uą15 ˆ
´
p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uě20q ´ puk1 ˆ p´4uě20qq
¯ ‰
,
which is straightforward to estimate by placing uą15 into L2t L8x and the other factor into L2t L2x:››p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uě20q››L2t L2x . ÿ
`ě20
2k1``
››uk1››L2t L8x ››u`››L8t L2x . ››u››2S (3.21)
and similarly for uk1 ˆ p´4uě20q.
Then consider the more delicate term
P0
“
uˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uă20q ´ uˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uă20qq
‰
.
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We treat
P0
“
uě´10 ˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uă20q ´ uě´10 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4uă20qq
‰
.
similar to Equation (3.21) above (but placing uk1 into L
8
t L
2
x and uă20 into L2t L8x ). Thus we are left with the
term
P0
“
uă´10 ˆ p´4q 12 P0puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 uă20q ´ uă´10 ˆ P0puk1 ˆ p´4uă20qq
‰
.
Similar to case (i), write
P0
`p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uă20q ´ puk1 ˆ p´4uă20qq˘
“
ÿ
m,pPZ4
ampuk1px` 2´k1mq ˆ pp´4q
1
2 uă20qpx` 2´20 pq,
where |amp| . p|m| ` |p|q´N . Thus using Equation (3.20) we can rewrite
uă´10 ˆ P0
`p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uă20q ´ uk1 ˆ p´4uă20q˘
“
ÿ
m,pPZ4
amp
´
uk1px` 2´10mqpuă´10pxq ¨ p´4q
1
2 uă20px` 2´20 pqq´
pp´4q 12 uă20qpx` 2´20 pqpuk1px` 2´10mq ¨ uă´10pxqq
¯
.
Let us estimate the first of the two terms in brackets. As before write uă´10pxq “ uă´10px ` 2´20 pq ´
2´20 p ¨ ş10 ∇uă´10px` 2´20 psqds. Then›› ÿ
m pPZ4
ampuk1px` 2´10mqpuă´10pxq ¨ pp´4q
1
2 uă20qpx` 2´20 pqq
››
L1t L
2
x
.
ÿ
m,pPZ4
|amp|
››uk1››L8t L2x
˜››››p ¨ ż 1
0
∇uă´10px` 2´20 psqds
››››
L2t L
8
x
››p´4q 12 uă20››L2t L8x ` ››uă´10 ¨ p´4q 12 uă20››L1t L8x
¸
.
The integral term is bounded by |p|››∇uă´10››L2t L8x . |p|››u››S , the term ››uă´10 ¨p´4q 12 uă20››L1t L8x is estimated
using Equation (3.12). The sum over m, p converges due to the decay of |amp| and so the whole expression
is bounded by
››u››3S .
It remains to estimate›› ÿ
m,pPZ4
ampp´4q 12 uă20px` 2´20 pqpuk1px` 2´10mq ¨ uă´10pxqq
››
L1t L
2
x
.
For this we write as before uă´10pxq “ uă´10px` 2´10mq ´ 2´10m ¨
ş1
0 ∇uă´10px` 2´10msqds. The part
involving the integral is easy to estimate. For the other part we put p´4q 12 uă20 into L2t L8x and estimate››ur´10,10s ¨ uă´10››L2t L2x ď ››ur´10,10s ¨ uă´15››L2t L2x ` ››ur´10,10s ¨ ur´15,´10s››L2t L2x
“ ››Pr´12,12spur´10,10s ¨ uă´15q››L2t L2x ` ››ur´10,10s ¨ ur´15,´10s››L2t L2x
.
››Pr´12,12spuě´15 ¨ uă´15q››L2t L2x ` ››u››2S
„ ››Pr´12,12spuě´15 ¨ uě´15q››L2t L2x ` ››u››2S . ››u››2S
where in the last line we have used Equation (3.9) to turn the low-frequency factor into a high frequency
one.
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(ii): k1 ą 10. We decompose
P0
“
uˆ`p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uq ´ puk1 ˆ p´4uqq˘‰
“P0
“
uˆ `p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uăk1´5q ´ puk1 ˆ p´4uăk1´5qq˘‰
`P0
“
uˆ `p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 urk1´5,k1`5sq ´ puk1 ˆ p´4urk1´5,k1`5sqq˘‰
`P0
“
uˆ `p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uąk1`5q ´ puk1 ˆ p´4uąk1`5qq˘‰.
(3.22)
The first and the last line are easy to handle since in both cases the first factor u can be restricted to
frequencies & k1 and placed into L2t L
8
x and the other factor can be placed into L
2
t L
2
x e.g.››p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 uăk1´5q››L2t L2x . ÿ
k2ăk1´5
2k1
››uk1››L8t L2x››p´4q 12 uk2››L2t L8x . 2´ k12 ››uk1››S ››u››S ;››uk1 ˆ p´4uąk1`5q››L2t L2x . ÿ
k2ąk1`5
››uk1››L2t L8x ››4uk2››L8t L2x . ››uk1››S ››u››S ; etc.
Hence we have bounded the first and the last line in Equation (3.22) by 2´
k1
2
››uk1››S ››u››2S .
Finally, for the term in the middle we first bound››P0“uě´5 ˆ `p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 urk1´5,k1`5sq ´ puk1 ˆ p´4urk1´5,k1`5sqq˘‰››L1t L2x
.
››uě´5››L2t L8x 22k1››uk1››L2t L8x ››urk1´5,k1`5s››L8t L2x . 2´ k12 ››uk1››S ››u››2S .
It remains to estimate››P0“uă´5 ˆ `p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 urk1´5,k1`5sq ´ puk1 ˆ p´4urk1´5,k1`5sqq˘‰››L1t L2x . (3.23)
For the second term we can directly apply Equation (3.20) to obtain››P0“uă´5ˆpuk1ˆp´4urk1´5,k1`5sqq‰››L1t L2x “ ››P0“uk1puă´5¨p´4qurk1´5,k1`5sq´p´4qurk1´5,k1`5spuă´5¨uk1q‰››L1t L2x
(3.24)
Here the second term can be estimated easily after applying Equation (3.9) to turn the low frequency u into
a high-frequency one:››uă´5 ¨ uk1››L1t L8x ď ÿ
kPrk1´1,k1`1s
››Pkpuă´5 ¨ uq››L1t L8x „ ÿ
kPrk1´1,k1`1s
››Pkpuě´5 ¨ uě´5q››L1t L8x . ››u››2S
For the first term we use Equation (3.13):››uă´5¨p´4qurk1´5,k1`5s››L2t L2x ď ÿ
kPrk1´6,k1`6s
››Pkpuă´5 ¨ p´4quq››L2t L2x
.
ÿ
kPrk1´6,k1`6s
´››Pkp´4qpuă´5 ¨ uq››L2t L2x ` ÿ
`ă´5
k2Prk´2,k`2s
2``k
››u`››L2t L8x ››uk2››L8t L2x¯
which after again applying Equation (3.8) we bound by
››u››2S .
Finally, for the first term in Equation (3.23) we expand the Fourier multiplier mpξ, ηq :“ χ0pξ ` ηq|η| as
a Fourier series on the support of χă´5pξqχr´1,1spηq to obtain
P0
“
uă´5 ˆ p´4q 12 puk1 ˆ p´4q
1
2 urk1´5,k1`5sq
‰pxq “ÿ
m,pPZ4
ampuă´5px` 2´5mq ˆ puk1px` 2´1 pq ˆ p´4q
1
2 urk1´5,k1`5spx` 2´1 pqq
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where |amp| .N p|m| ` |p|q´N . As in the previous cases we then write
uă´5px` 2´5mq “ uă´5px` 2´1 pq ` p2´5m´ 2´1 pq
ż 1
0
∇uă´5px` p2´5m´ 2´1 pqsqds.
The part involving the integral is easy to estimate. Thus we are left with estimating››P0“uă´5 ˆ puk1 ˆ p´4q 12 urk1´5,k1`5sq‰››L1t L2x .
This is done in the same way as above (Equation (3.24)) by writing the cross product in terms of inner
products and then turning the low frequency u into a high frequency one.

The preceding lemmas 3.4, 3.3 after re-scaling immediately yield (3.2), (3.3), and the difference estimate
(3.5) together with the corresponding difference estimate corresponding to (3.3) follows by using the same
proofs, involving the use of (3.8), and passing to the differences after this. Furthermore, one uses the
important fact that if limNÑ`8 Pă´N u˜p jq “ p P S 2, then
}u˜p jq ´ u˜piq}L8 . }u˜p jq ´ u˜piq}S ,
as follows from Bernstein’s inequality. This proves Proposition 3.1.
4. The iteration
Here we use the results of the preceding section to construct a global solution for (1.3). Specifically, we
have
Proposition 4.1. Let ur0s “ pup0, ¨q, utp0, ¨q “ pu0, u1q : R4 ÝÑ S 2 ˆ TS 2 where u1 “ u0 ˆ p´4q 12 u0 and
u0 is C8-smooth, constant outside of a compact subset of R4, and
}u0} 9B2,12 ă 
for sufficiently small  ą 0. Then the problem (1.3) admits a global C8 solution with initial data ur0s.
Furthermore, the solution satisfies
}u}S . ,
and u scatters in the sense that for suitable p f˘, g˘q P 9B2,12 ˆ 9B1,12 , we have
upt, ¨q ´ p “ S ptq` f˘, g˘q ` o 9B2,12 ˆ 9B1,12 p1q
as t Ñ ˘8. Finally, the solution also satisfies the bounds
}∇kt,xu}S .k 1
for any k ě 1.
Remark 4.1. One can easily generalise the condition on the second component of the data u1 in this propo-
sition. However, for the application in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need precisely this type of data.
Proof. To begin with, observe that we have
}u0 ˆ p´4q 12 u0} 9B1,12 . }u0} 9B2,12 .
We follow the same iterative scheme as in [KS], which we recall here for completeness’ sake. The solution
upt, xq shall be obtained as the limit of a sequence of iterates up jq, starting with the constant function p :“
lim|x|Ñ8 u0pxq. Next, up1qpt, xq solves the wave maps equation with data ur0s, i. e. it solves
pB2t ´ 4qup1q “ up1qp∇up1q ¨ ∇up1q ´ Btup1q ¨ Btup1qq, up1qr0s “ ur0s.
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This is obtained in the form up1q “ p`řkPZ up1qk by invoking Proposition 2.1 and the estimates (3.1), (3.4).
Further, for j ě 2, we let up jq solve the system
pB2t ´ 4qup jq
“ up jqp∇up jq ¨ ∇up jq ´ Btup jq ¨ Btup jqq
` Π
up jqK
`p´4q 12 up j´1q˘pup j´1q ¨ p´4q 12 up j´1qq
` Π
up jqK
“
up j´1q ˆ p´4q 12 pup j´1q ˆ p´4q 12 up j´1qq ´ up j´1q ˆ pup j´1q ˆ p´4qup j´1qq‰
As up jq is defined in terms of a nonlinear problem, we have to use a sub-iteration to find it, by means of
further iterates up j,iq, i ě 0, with up j,0q solving the free wave equation with data ur0s, and up j,iq, i ě 1,
defined in terms of the previous iterate via
pB2t ´ 4qup j,iq
“ up j,i´1qp∇up j,i´1q ¨ ∇up j,i´1q ´ Btup j,i´1q ¨ Btup j,i´1qq
` Π
up j,i´1qK
`p´4q 12 up j´1q˘pup j´1q ¨ p´4q 12 up j´1qq
` Π
up j,i´1qK
“
up j´1q ˆ p´4q 12 pup j´1q ˆ p´4q 12 up j´1qq ´ up j´1q ˆ pup j´1q ˆ p´4qup j´1qq‰.
(4.1)
The convergence of (4.1) with respect to } ¨ }S is a consequence of (3.1) - (3.4), provided one checks that all
up jq map into the sphere. This is clear for up jq, j “ 0, 1, and follows from
pup jq ¨ up jq ´ 1q “ 2pup jq ¨ up jq ´ 1qp∇up jq ¨ ∇up jq ´ Btup jq ¨ Btup jqq, pup jq ¨ up jq ´ 1qr0s “ 0
for all j ě 2. Observe that the up jq are in fact C8 by differentiating the equation and again using (3.1) - (3.4).
Convergence of the iterates up jq then also follows from (3.1) - (3.4) by passing to the difference equations.
Finally, the scattering assertion follows in standard fashion from the fact that the right hand source terms in
(1.3) can all be placed in N, see e. g. [17].

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Given smooth u0 Ñ S 2 as in the statement of Theorem 1.1, we apply Proposition 4.1 to obtain a global
C8 solution for (1.3) with initial data ur0s “ `u0, u0 ˆ p´4q 12 u0q˘. It remains to show that this u actually
solves (1.1). We proceed as in [8], section 6, but need to modify the estimates there somewhat. Introduce
X :“ ut ´ uˆ p´4q 12 u,
as well as the energy type functional
E˜ptq :“ 1
2
ż
R4
ˇˇp´4q 14 Xpt, ¨qˇˇ2 dx.
Observe that directly integrating (1.1) over compact time intervals and using the compact support of ∇xu0,
we have that }ut} 9H 12 `}u} 9H 32 ă 8 at all times, which implies that E˜ptq is well-defined, and smoothness of u
implies that it can be differentiated with respect to t. Proceeding as in [8], section 6, we deduce the relation
BtX “ ´X ˆ p´4q 12 u´ uˆ p´4q 12 X ´ u
`
X ¨ puˆ p´4q 12 u` utq
˘
,
and so we infer
d
dt
E˜ptq “ ´
ż
R4
p´4q 14 `X ˆ p´4q 12 u` uˆ p´4q 12 X˘ ¨ p´4q 14 X dx
´
ż
R4
p´4q 14 `u`X ¨ puˆ p´4q 12 u` utq˘˘ ¨ p´4q 14 X dx. (5.1)
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Then taking advantage of Lemma 3.2 we find››p´4q 14 `X ˆ p´4q 12 u` uˆ p´4q 12 X˘´ uˆ p´4q 34 X››L2x
.
››p´4q 14 X››L2x››p´4q 12 u››L8x ` ››X››L 83x ››p´4q 34 u››L8x
.u
››p´4q 14 X››L2x ,
where Sobolev’s inequality and the higher regularity of u are being used.
Another application of Lemma 3.2 gives
uˆ p´4q 34 X “ p´4q 14 `uˆ p´4q 24 X˘` OL2x`}∇xu}L8x }p´4q 14 X}L2x˘,
and since ż
R4
p´4q 14 `uˆ p´4q 24 X˘ ¨ p´4q 14 X dx “ 0,
we can estimate the first term on the right of (5.1) byˇˇ ż
R4
p´4q 14 `X ˆ p´4q 12 u` uˆ p´4q 12 X˘ ¨ p´4q 14 X dxˇˇ
ď ˇˇ ż
R4
p´4q 14 `X ˆ p´4q 12 u` uˆ p´4q 12 X ´ uˆ p´4q 34 X˘ ¨ p´4q 14 X dxˇˇ
` O`}∇xu}L8x }p´4q 14 X}2L2x˘
.u }p´4q 14 X}2L2x .
The second term on the right hand side of (5.1) is estimated similarly, using
}X ¨ puˆ p´4q 12 u` utq}L2x .u }p´4q
1
4 X}L2x .
We conclude that
d
dt
E˜ptq .u E˜ptq,
and in light of E˜p0q “ 0, we infer E˜ptq “ 0 for all t, which implies that u indeed solves (1.1).
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